Cradle of Organized Firefighting

“The danger of fire in the wooden, thatched-roof cities of early America was so great that the
first colonists commonly provided for fire protection before they organized police services or the
municipal water supply.” – Fred McChesney (1986, 72)
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Abstract
In 1724, nineteen Bostonians founded a private fire company, the Fire Society, as a
commercial entrepreneurial non-profit. Even though fire clubs were established in other cities
within two decades, none adopted the same governance structure. Members of the Fire Society in
Boston signed a constitution, met four times a year, and pledged to protect each other’s property
in the event of a fire. After the Great Boston Fire of 1760, seven more fire companies emerged,
with similar governance structures as the Fire Society. In this paper, I demonstrate how fire
protection services emerging as a non-profit in Boston minimized the total costs of transactions,
through a comparative analysis of the costs of market contracting and ownership. This paper
adds an empirical example to Hansmann’s theoretical framework of the relative costs of
ownership while illustrating how the private sector overcame collective decision-making costs
and supplied goods with public attributes in the market (2000).
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1. Fire!
Many believe that Benjamin Franklin pioneered the organization of volunteer firefighting
in colonial America. Boston, however, claims the honor. In 1724, nineteen enterprising
businessmen of Boston founded the first fire protection agency in American history, creatively
christening it the Fire Society. Franklin did not form the Union Fire Company until 1736, after
he had published several articles in various newspapers about the need for organized firefighting
in Philadelphia (Franklin 1961). Even though more people today know about the Union Fire
Company, the Fire Society of Boston is the oldest organized firefighting society in America.
The organization structure of the Fire Society and the seven subsequent fire clubs 2 in
Boston defy easy explanation. They have no antecedent in either the colonies or England, and no
other city adopted an identical organizational form. Using a “self-perpetuating governance
structure,” these private fire companies fall under the category of entrepreneurial non-profits
(Hansmann 1987, 28). As they supplied firefighting services to one another, each member both
supplied and demanded the fire protection, making the club a commercial non-profit too.
Hansmann would thus classify them as commercial entrepreneurial non-profits (1987). This
paper will explain how the emergence of fire protection services as a non-profit in Boston
minimized the transaction costs.
Several theories have been offered to explain the institutional structures of the fire
companies, ranging from importing London institutions 3 to Boston’s puritanical values of love
for neighbors (Winer 2009; Murrin 1966). By the 1720s, however, the Bostonian sense of
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I treat fire clubs, fire companies, and fire protection agencies as synonymous in this paper.
Fire insurance emerged after the 1666 Great Fire of London, which burned for four days and destroyed four-fifths
of the city. It cost northward of £10 million while London only had an annual income of £12,000 (“Early Insurance
Brigades” 2021). To prevent such losses from happening again, London businessmen formed insurance companies
that charged subscribers premiums but promised to rebuild a structure if destroyed by fire.
3
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“community” had lost much of its original meaning (Nash 1987, 120). Anglicization occurred at
a rapid clip and many Presbyterian ministers in the Bay Colony remarked that even a “semiPresbyterian system would give them enough authority to halt the decline of piety in the
province” (Reich 2011, 46). Salem witch trials occurred between 1630 to 1640, close to a
century ago, and the population had become much more mobile and fluid since then (Henretta
1965). In London, fire insurance companies paid “watermen” who worked on the River Thames
to put out fires, creating the first organized fire brigade (Carlson 2005, 40). Fire insurance
companies did not appear in Boston until much later, and members of private fire companies
received no compensation. These differences in the organization of the Fire Society and
institutions of Boston make previous explanations unsatisfactory.
The organizational form of the Fire Society did not come and go as vapor; fire clubs that
were founded before the Boston Tea Party of 1773 had similar governance structures. I do not
look at fire companies established after 1773 because the Independence War changed the social
fabric of America. Within thirteen years after the Great Boston Fire of 1760, seven new fire
companies formed in colonial Boston. Members of these companies agreed to help each other in
event of a fire, signing similar constitutions. Unanimous agreement was required for admitting
new members. All fire companies had a clerk who functioned as the president, treasurer, and
secretary. Only the details varied, such as membership caps, meeting times, and the level of fines
for various violations of the constitution. The first private fire protection company, the Fire
Society, existed for at least thirty years. Records from the Great Boston Fire of 1760 mention
members of the Fire Society helping to extinguish the fire (Holicky et al. 2005; Brayley 2015). In
addition, all fire companies in Boston had portions of their constitutions worded exactly like the
Articles of Agreement of the Fire Society. As cost-minimizing forms of organization “dominate”
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most industries, these private fire companies seem to have operated efficiently (Hansmann 2000,
22). They provided fire protection services until firefighting became a state-run enterprise in
Boston (McChesney 1986).
Additionally, private firefighting companies serve as an example of the failure of public
provision. After 1683, the town of Boston paid eight “honorable” townspeople twenty shillings a
year (forty dollars in 2021, adjusted for inflation) to maintain the fire engines that the city bought
(Brayley 2015, 22; Bureau of the Census 1975, 609; “Silver Price Today” 2021). The founders of
the Fire Society, however, did not want to rely solely on the town fire engines. They expended
scarce resources and came together to provide for the firefighting privately. Furthermore, the
number of fire clubs increased drastically after the Great Boston Fire of 1760, which damaged
the property of at least 365 households, reducing 214 to “poverty” (Penchak 1979, 268). Even
though fire protection has public good attributes, the founders of the Fire Society overcame the
problems of free-riding to supply it privately.
My paper contributes to literatures on the organization of non-profits and the private
provision of public goods. I argue that private fire protection companies in colonial Boston
minimized the costs of organization as commercial entrepreneurial non-profits. I also extend the
seminal work of Hansmann, providing an empirical example of an organization that faced high
market contracting and ownership costs (2000). Beginning with an overview of Boston
firefighting, I follow with a description of the governance structures of these private fire clubs.
Then, I examine alternative organizational forms that the fire clubs could have adopted,
conducting a comparative analysis of the costs of various assignments of ownership, which I
break down into transaction costs incurred in spot contracts, long-term contracts, and mutuals.
2. Private Fire Protection Services
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A. Firefighting in the Colonial Era
Firefighting in colonial Boston relied on every household in the neighborhood. Whenever
fire broke out, a resident or fire ward ran to the nearest church to ring the bell and “summon”
neighbors “to the scene” (Carp 2001, 783). Fire wards patrolled the streets at night, similar to
police today. Chosen by the officials of Boston, they also had the authority to pull down a
burning house with iron hooks to prevent a fire from spreading further. Upon hearing the church
bell, men would issue forth into the streets from the surrounding houses. Neighbors “wielding”
buckets would form a line to pass their buckets from a water source to the fire (783). Another
group of men would enter the burning house and carry out as many goods as possible in bags
because bucket brigades often only succeeded in preventing the spread of the fire. Predominantly
made from wood, houses went up quickly in flames (Brayley 2015). Fires could spread rapidly,
and fire brigades mostly prevented large-scale fires. Without neighborhood participation, fires
would inflict much more damage in colonial America.
Starting in 1676, the town of Boston subsidized fire protection services. They imported
fire engines from London and paid selected townspeople to maintain and operate these engines in
case of fire (Brayley 2015, 22). Buckets could not “shoot” water very far but these fire engines
were better equipped to extinguish fires (“Boston Burns” 2021). These engines had a leather
hose, connected to a large tub into which men would fill with water from their smaller leather
buckets. Town fire engines did not preclude the need for volunteer participation: they simply
made these bucket brigades more effective. Firemen could now throw water higher on a burning
structure. Although Boston provided fire protection services, entrepreneurs still saw the need for
private provision.
B. General Features of Private Provision
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If the town of Boston had provided a sufficient quality and quantity of firefighting,
entrepreneurs would not use scarce resources to organize their own fire club. Paying for people
to operate fire engines and appointing fire wards to patrol the streets still left citizens wanting, a
need that they satisfied with the establishment of private firefighting companies.
People who worked in capital-intensive industries would stand to lose more from a fire
than someone who worked as a day-laborer in a shipping yard on the wharves of Boston. Not all
fire clubs had complete surviving lists of members, but most worked as merchants or skilled
artisans. Fire would wreak havoc in their lives and present a prime opportunity for thieves to
steal their goods. Many of the members also achieved illustrious careers, which meant that they
had wealth. One of the signatories in the Fire Society, George Holmes, owned a general store
and had close to £15,000 in personal items and real estate at his death in 1752, equating to over
$100,000 in 2021 (Gray 1908, 31; Bureau of the Census 1975, 609; “Silver Price Today” 2021).
He also became a Selectman of Boston between 1750-1752, a position of great honor (Gray
1908, 31). John Draper, another signee in the Fire Society, had a printing shop where he printed
the Boston News-Letter [sic], the oldest Boston newspaper in print at the time (Ayers 1993, 9).
Ebenezer Dorr, a member of the Union Fire Club, owned a successful shipping business on the
Long Wharf in Boston (1772; Adams 1794). He also played a role in politics, riding to warn
Massachusetts that the British were coming in 1775 (Todd 2009). Involved in lucrative industries
requiring significant amounts of fixed capital, members of various fire clubs wanted to prevent
each other from losing their investments.
Not many detailed records of these private firefighting societies remain today, but their
articles of agreement survived the last two centuries. They all formed as commercial
entrepreneurial organizations. In these firms, the buyers of the good or service generate the
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“ultimate source of income,” and managers neither get elected by members nor earn the profits
of the firm (Hansmann 1987, 28). The Fire Society, founded in 1724, stated that all members
should “be helpful to each other in extinguishing fire, or in saving and taking care of each other’s
goods 4 or estate” (1724). All fire clubs that came later in Boston used similar wording, and the
Union Fire Club even promised to recompense the owner if members of the club saw a
“suspicious person conveying away” the owner’s goods in the chaos of fire (1772).
C. Governance of Fire Clubs
Every society had a clerk, who wore the hats of the president, secretary, and treasurer.
Clerks only served for a year, and another member would succeed them. During the year, he had
to keep “books,” recording all the fines and “disbursements” of the club (Union Fire Club 1772).
When a fire broke out, he had to keep a record of which members showed up to help, and fine
those absent without a valid excuse. Members of the Anti-Stamp Fire Society also received a fine
of six shillings 5 if they showed up wearing a cloak (1763). Clerks had to choose the date and
time of quarterly meetings and send notice to all the members at least a day in advance. The
articles of agreement stipulated which months they had to meet, but not the specific day. At each
meeting, the clerk kept track of attendance and the topics of discussion. He also had to inspect
every member’s property before each quarterly meeting with at least three other people.
Inspections familiarized other members with the location of dwellings and shops and allowed the
clerk to monitor the compliance of members: they had to have the proper equipment hanging in
the right place. Without a clerk, fire clubs would fall apart.
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One could argue that private fire companies concerned themselves mainly with protecting movable household
possessions, but every constitution required members to help whenever fire broke out. In addition, saving the
household possessions made up an integral part of firefighting in colonial America (Carp 2001).
5
Seven dollars in 2021, adjusted for inflation (Bureau of the Census 1975, 609; “Silver Price Today” 2021)
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Constitutions also laid out clear procedures for appointing the new clerk. As an
entrepreneurial non-profit, these clerks did not get elected by fellow members. Exact succession
procedures varied by the club, but they all relied on a roster or randomization. Clerks in the Fire
Society and Sun Fire Society simply took turns according to the order they signed their names on
the constitution, but the Anti-Stamp Fire Society, Union Fire Club, and Union Society all drew
lots to select the next clerk. Whoever drew Lot One became the new clerk for the year. If the
member refuses to serve, he pays a forfeit, and the remaining members draw lots again.
To remain in good standing, members had certain duties. They had to attend quarterly
meetings; if they “absent” themselves from four meetings “successively,” they lose their
membership (York Fire-Club 1760; Anti-Stamp Fire Society 1776; Union Society 1772; Sun Fire
Society 1794). All members had to “keep in good order” at least two buckets and bags,
equipment used to put out a fire and move goods from a house, respectively (York Fire-Club
1760). Buckets and bags had to have the last name of the owner on them, and bags must come
with strings to “draw them close with greater Dispatch and Conveniency [sic]” (Fire Society
1724). All fire clubs that came after the Fire Society required a bed key in one of the buckets too
(Anti-Stamp Fire Society 1763; York Fire-Club 1760). Bed keys allowed for the quick
disassembly of a wooden bed frame, usually the most expensive moveable piece of property in a
house (Hashagen 2003). Constitutions stipulated minimum sizes of the leather bags: a yard and a
half long as it was wide. Violators had to pay a fine, ranging from one to ten shillings, depending
on which fire club they joined (Friendship-Society 1767; Union Fire-Club 1772). These rules
expressly made each member more prepared in case of fire.
All members from the club had to show up with their bags, buckets, and bed wrench at
the “notice” of a fire. Only those away “from home at the alarm may appear” without their bags
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and buckets (York Fire-Club 1760). Some would assist with putting out the fire; others with
safeguarding the goods.
Goods could get stolen in the process of evacuating the valuables from a house on fire,
fire clubs employed secret watchwords to allow members to quickly differentiate between a
member and an imposter. Watchwords changed at the club’s “pleasure,” serving as a
differentiator between someone who was part of the club and someone who wasn’t (Carp 2001).
Members of the Fire Society who could not remember the watchword at the meeting had to pay a
fine of six shillings, which equals about seven dollars in 2021, adjusted for inflation (Bureau of
the Census 1975, 609; “Silver Price Today” 2021). Other private fire companies had comparable
fines for forgetting the watchword when required.
If the owner of the burning house belonged to a fire club, only his fellow members could
move his possessions (Carp 2001). Members had to “use their best endeavors to remove and
secure” his goods, going as far as standing watch over the goods or putting them under “lock and
key” (Sun Fire Society 1765; Fire Society 1724). Moreover, the Union Fire Club promised to
reimburse the owner if members saw a thief stealing the owner’s goods, and they could not stop
the villain (1772). In this way, members would be less likely to suffer losses from theft in a fire.
All fire clubs met in the evening four times a year, three months apart. According to
Brayley, these meetings functioned like social events: dinner accompanied business. One
surviving bill from such a meeting on July 18, 1755, record the gentlemen ordering supper, two
bottles of Maderia, a bottle of port, six bowls of punch, and four bottles of porter (Brayley 2015,
38). Fines went towards funding these dinners and providing each member with a copy of the
Articles of Agreement they signed. The Friendship-Society, true to their name, required
members to stay until nine unless they received majority permission to leave (1767). Anyone
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who did not show up to a meeting on time had to pay a fine, the level of which depended upon
whether they simply showed up late or not at all. For example, the Anti-Stamp Fire Society fined
members one shilling for lateness, but six 6 for absence. These meetings gave fellow members
time to socialize and conduct business.
All fire clubs also enacted membership caps and voting rules. They limited the number of
members to twenty to thirty people and encouraged other interested persons to form their own
fire company. New members had to be admitted with a “unanimous” vote, while a “major vote of
the society” would decide the “differences, deciding, and voting of fines” (Fire Society 1724).
Everyone had one vote, including the clerk. Articles of argreement fixed fines for common
infractions such as showing up late to a meeting, and majority vote determined the amount in
unforeseen contingencies. With definite rules of the game, the fire companies established order
within them.
3. Alternative Organizational Forms
A. Who will Own the Firm?
When a particular form of organization pervades an industry, Hansmann suggests that the
organizational form incurs the lowest cost compared to its alternatives (2000). If some
entrepreneurs found a way to lower the cost of organization in an industry, they could drive out
the “higher-cost” counterparts and share the resulting savings among themselves (22). Firms
would thus organize according to the “lowest-cost assignment of ownership,” minimizing the
sum of the transaction costs between “the firm and all of its customers” (Hansmann 2000, 21).

6

Fines were lower in the Fire Society of 1724, but the Massachusetts pound also suffered inflation (Bureau of the
Census 1975, 609; Fire Society 1724).
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Through a comparative analysis of various firm organizations, I demonstrate that private fire
companies in colonial Boston minimized the costs of firm organization by becoming non-profits.
As entrepreneurs minimize the total costs of transactions, the party who faces the “most
severe” costs of market contracting will own the firm, ceteris paribus (Hansmann 2000, 11).
Owners, defined as persons who have control over the firm and the “right to appropriate the
firm’s residual earnings” face collective decision-making costs when a firm has multiple owners
(11). They would not run into contracting costs, which are divided into simple market power, expost market power, and asymmetric information after they have found a willing exchange partner
(Hansmann 2012; Coase 1937).
B. Costs of the Spot Market
According to Williamson, the frequency and specificity of any transaction change the
costs and benefits associated with transacting on the market (1979). Non-specific and frequently
occurring transactions incur the least costs when transacted on the spot market. A buyer
purchases a box of cereal from the store because he can “turn elsewhere at little transitional
expense” if the product does not meet his expectations (248). He does not need to make
transactional-specific investments to buy generic products from a grocery store. Non-specific but
infrequent transactions could only occur on the spot market if the good or service is
“standardized” as the discipline of repeated dealings would provide “incentives for both parties
to behave responsibly” (Williamson 1979, 248; Barzel 1982). Else, the buyer cannot rely on the
experience of other buyers or rating services.
Services that promise to extinguish fires are used infrequently as fires do not occur every
day. Fires vary in strength and duration too, depending on the weather and building materials.
Suppliers might blame factors that are out of their control such as the weather when they did not
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discharge their duty. Without the ability to accurately judge the quality of the fire protection,
buyers can no longer simply rely on the discipline of repeated dealings when purchasing fire
protection services on the spot market.
Additionally, transacting fire protection services would incur high costs in the spot
market. A homeowner whose house is on fire does not want to be pushed to his maximum
buying price, which could almost equal the value of the house and all the possessions within it.
As the two parties take time to negotiate the deal, the fire continues to devour the house,
inflicting heavier losses on the distraught homeowner. If the two parties cannot reach an
agreement, the house burns to the ground, benefitting neither the buyer nor supplier.
C. Costs of Long-term Market Contracting
Since spot contracts generate high costs for both the buyer and supplier of fire protection,
long-term market contracting may pose as a viable alternative. Like any other transaction,
demanders and suppliers share the cost of market contracting in varying degrees. Market
contracting consists of simple market power and asymmetric information, distributed between
demanders and suppliers (see appendix).
If the suppliers of fire protection formed a firm and signed a long-term contract with
individual property owners, suppliers can still hold up the homeowners. When a house catches
fire, a fire protection firm can raise its price without losing the customer on the spot. It could
arrive at the site of the fire and demand a higher price before putting out the fire or running in to
save the goods. The frenzied homeowner would pay a higher price for the fire protection agency
to extinguish the fire because he would not want to lose his house. With a strict time-constraint
like a burning house, people who contract for fire protection services on the market would pay
the higher price, even when they signed a contract with different prices earlier.
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Informal norms and bilateral punishment may prevent fire protection firms from renegotiating a contract at the site of a fire, but no governance structure functions costlessly. The
discipline of repeated dealings may deter fire protection agencies from engaging in “price
exploitation,” but the mechanism requires scarce resources such as time and social credibility.
Norms take years to emerge, and the rules “remain unclear” in the “interim” of emergence
(Leeson and Coyne 2012). With the possibility of paying an unreasonably high price while a
social norm emerges, the customer may choose to internalize the costs of owning a firm and
establish a new one of their own (Hansmann 2000). Costs of producing social norms allow fire
protection firms to take advantage of their position of market power.
Fire protection agencies also face severe asymmetric information. When the buyer has
more information, he has an incentive to behave opportunistically and “take advantage” of the
firm by withholding valuable information (Hansmann 1987, 29; Stiglitz 2000; Elitzur and
Gavious 2003). Fewer exchanges would occur because the supplier, who has less information,
would not trust the buyer to exploit the disparity.
A homeowner, who buys fire protection services, would have a better idea of the general
flammability of their property, such as whether he stored gunpowder on the premises. Fire
protection firms could demand to inspect houses at will, but that requires time and manpower.
With information asymmetries, the homeowner can hoodwink the fire protection agency into
believing in the relative safety of his house.
Even though the buyer has more information about the condition of his house, he cannot
accurately gauge the quality and quantity of fire protection. Similar to their counterparts in the
spot market, buyers in the long-term contracting market cannot easily measure firefighting
service quality variation. They would have to “rely more heavily” on other quality assurances
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such as “past experience and seller reputation” (Barzel 1982, 31). Fire is heterogeneous, so the
customer cannot know on the margin if the firefighting crew provided low-quality services when
his house gets significantly damaged by fire. They cannot easily measure the quality of the
service that they received.
Facing the high costs of long-term market contracting, fire protection services would
adopt alternative forms of firm organization. Non-profits would form when buyers face severe
asymmetric information and simple market power, and sellers face high costs of asymmetric
information.
D. Costs of Ownership
Ownership overcomes the problems posed by appropriable quasi-rents and asymmetric
information, but it still has positive costs. Klein et al. predict that the production of goods with
high measurement costs and asset specificity would become integrated into a firm (1978). When
costs of market contracting exceed any alternative assignment of ownership, demanders would
not contract for the service on the market (Hansmann 2000). They would own or manage the
firm instead.
When both market contracting and ownership costs become sufficiently high, non-profits
become the lowest-cost form of organization. Nobody owns the firm. In this case, buyers cannot
draw up a contract with a firm that covers enough contingencies, but the costs of controlling the
firm exceed the “relative value of their transactions with the firm” so they would not own it
(Hansmann 2000, 228; Ellman 1982). They simply may not want to put in the effort required to
monitor the performance of the firm or bear the risks as the residual claimants. Demanders of the
good or service become the managers, holding the firm “in trust” for the members (Hansmann
2000, 228). With multiple people in control of the firm, interest homogeneity on the part of the
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managers lowers collective decision-making costs. Reputational mechanisms constrain
managerial opportunism, which occurs when managers benefit themselves at the expense of the
owners or members. Even though non-profits also face “poor incentives for cost minimization”
and have limited access to capital, informational asymmetries may make market contracting a
much costlier alternative (Hansmann 1987, 29). Without a low-cost party to assert ownership, all
the members of the non-profit share the costs of ownership.
Non-profits generally arise to supply goods with strong public attributes to prevent
opportunism, as customers cannot monitor the marginal impact of their contribution without
significant costs. Certain non-profits, such as providers of satellite radio, only supply the good to
the subscribers, who can monitor imperfectly the quantity and quality. If a for-profit firm
supplied the good, the owners would “solicit payments far beyond” the costs of providing the
good because the purchasers do not know the actual price of producing the marginal unit
(Hansmann 2000, 231). For goods without publicness attributes, a buyer can easily discern the
impact of their payment: spending a dollar on chocolate gives the buyer an additional chocolate
bar. Non-profits do not allow the distribution of profits from the operations of the firm to the
owners, so those who control the firm cannot benefit as heavily from “providing low-quality
services” (Hansmann 1987, 29). Even though the non-distribution constraint serves as a “crude”
protection device, it still “reduces” the incentive to offer poor quality services (Hansmann 2000,
235). Coupled with the non-distributive constraint, making the demanders also the suppliers of
the good decreases the chance of opportunism and mitigates information asymmetry.
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Fire protection services possess some traits of public goods. Non-rivalrous but
excludable 7, fire protection services do not allow buyers to easily monitor the impact of their
marginal payment. To measure the quality and quantity of fire protection offered more
effectively, the suppliers of the fire protection could make themselves the beneficiaries of fire
protection. They would become both the buyer and the supplier, mitigating informational
asymmetries.
Differences of opinion would arise in any firm with multiple residual claimants, creating
a need for adjudication when disagreements arise. To reach a decision fairly, most firms with
multiple owners incorporate a democratic structure to protect “members’ interests” (Ellman
1982, 1045). Homogeneity increases the likelihood that the preferences of the median voter
coincide with the average voter, creating efficient outcomes (Congleton 2004). For all private
fire companies in Boston, each member had one vote, and all decisions required at least a
majority vote to pass. Admission of new members required unanimous agreement, as a longstanding disagreement between two members would generate significant negative externalities.
With unanimous admission and a membership limit, current members would have a lower
incentive to engage in strategic bargaining, as decisions would affect everyone roughly equally.
Even though fire protection firms may not have owners, managers would still run the
firm. Managers mainly ensure that the firm remains solvent. In other words, they hold it in
“trust” for the members (Hansmann 2000, 238). Fire protection firms face two relevant costs: the
cost of collective decision-making and the cost of preventing managerial self-dealing. Members
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Even though free-riding would occur to some degree, the costs of losing a house to fire could incentivize more
risk-averse homeowners to buying fire protection services. A house that does not have fire protection services only
benefits from a neighboring house that does when the neighboring house gets set on fire, lowering the benefits of
free-riding. Fire protection is non-rivalrous because providing the service to an additional marginal user does not
generally reduce the rest of the consumers’ ability to consume the good.
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do not have to worry about quasi-rents and asymmetric information. Fire protection agencies in
Boston remained relatively small with self-perpetuating managers, lowering the costs of
collective decision-making.
The Fire Society prevented managerial self-dealing, even though it adopted the form of a
commercial entrepreneurial non-profit. Entrepreneurial non-profits represent the “ultimate”
separation of ownership and control because nobody who had an “interest in residual earnings”
would monitor the managers (Hansmann 2000, 238). Clerks in these private fire companies
functioned as managers. To prevent opportunism, the clerk did not get chosen by vote but took
turns according to the order they signed the constitution or by random lots (Fire Society 1724;
Friendship-Society 1767). Clubs kept records of who served as a clerk each year, so each
member knew who served before them. Constrained by their reputation, the clerk for the year
would not abuse his power. In all the fire clubs, three to five people chosen from the list in the
order that they subscribed had to accompany the clerk to inspect the condition of the leather
buckets and bags of all the members before each quarterly meeting (Fire Society 1724; Union
Society 1772). Going down a list makes colluding harder, as the clerk cannot simply choose his
friends to inspect the property of various members. He cannot show favoritism to some members
and not levy fines when they do not keep their equipment in good condition. By not relying on
elections, private fire clubs in Boston lowered the possibility of managerial opportunism.
4. Conclusion
Providing an empirical example for Hansmann’s theoretical framework for firms, the Fire
Society illustrates the relative costs of each form of organization in protection against fire.
Facing the high costs of long-term market contracting, founders of the Fire Society in Boston
formed their fire company as a commercial entrepreneurial non-profit. When the degree of
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asymmetric information and simple market power rises, a firm would adopt the non-profit
organizational form. As strong homogeneity of member interests lowers the gains from strategic
bargaining, non-profits with multiple members in control would have larger margins of interest
homogeneity.
The Fire Society also serves as an example of supplying public goods. Even though the
state had fire engines and trained firemen, business owners still found it more effective to supply
private fire protection services. This paper demonstrates that the failure of public provision does
not imply a market failure—the market will find ways to supply goods with public attributes.
Further research could explain several other features of the Boston fire companies. Even
though Boston had a trained firefighting force, my paper did not explain their exact efficacy
origins. In this paper, city-provided firefighting services simply serve as an example of a failure
of public provision because Bostonians still bore the costs of providing a publicly provided good
privately. I paint a general picture of the private firefighting companies in Boston; I do not detail
every variation between different fire clubs. Between 1724 and the Great Fire of Boston in 1760,
the Fire Society functioned as the only private firefighting club in Boston. After the Great Fire,
Bostonian citizens formed seven more fire protection agencies. Successful fire insurance, a form
of warranty for firefighting, also emerged in 1752 after several abject failures, but it lies beyond
the scope of my paper. Fire insurance bears similarities to private firefighting, but it differs on
the level of member participation required. Firefighting in colonial America holds many
questions that do not have answers yet.
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